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UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONIES' SATURDAY MAY 20, 2006
ALMA MATER
By lofty elm trees shaded round,
Tioughniogo near,
Our grond old Cortland College stands,
Toall of us how dear'
We'll sing to thee, dear Alma Mater,
Of love that shall never die,
We'll strive for thy glory eternal,
Keep thy stainless honor high.
Inspiring each son and each daughter
Thenoblest aims to try,
All thy fame and thy spirit,
Thymight are ours
As the swift years hurry by.
WELCOME
The president, College Council, faculty, alumni and graduates
of the State University of New York College at Cortland
are honored by your presence at the
2006 Undergraduate Commencement ceremonies.









Ms. Mabyn Ludke '06
Musical Theatre
WElCOME
Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum
President
RECOGNITION OF HONORS GRADUATES
Dr. Elizabeth Oavis-Russell
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
FAREWEll REMARKS
Ms. Mary Kate Boland '06
President, Student Government Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Dr. Celine R. Paquette
Member, SUNY Board 01 Trustees
Honorary Degree Recipients:
Mr. Peter Fine






Dean, 5chool of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Edward Caffarella
Dean, School of Education
Dr. Roy H. Olsson Jr.
Dean, School of Professiana/Studies
CHARGE TO THE GRADUATES
Dr. Bitterbaum
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WELCOME
Mr. Gordon Valentine '68
Vice President, SUNY Cortland Alumni Associatioll
ALMA MATER










Ms. Jessica Lawrence '06
Musical Theatre
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Dr. Erik J. Bitterbaum
President
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Dr. Elizabeth Davis-Russell
Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
FAREWEll REMARKS
Ms. Mary Kate Boland '06
President, Student Government Association
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES
Dr. Celine R. Paquette
Member, 5UNY Board 01 Trustees
Honorary Degree Recipients:
Mr. Peter Fine
Dr. Mark R. Ginsberg '75
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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT AND SPEAKER: PETER FINE
CEREMONY A - 9:30 A.M.
Peter Fine, a humanitarian and one of thelargest developers of affordable housingin New York City, will receive an honorary
doctor of humane letters from the State
University of New York at today's Undergraduate
Commencement ceremonies.
In 1996, Fine created Atlantic Development
Group to build, own and manage apartment
houses in metropolitan New York. During the
past decade, his company has completed more
than 3,500 assisted living, luxury and affordable
housing units in 30 different buildings.
Currently, Fine's company is constructing more
than 1,800 housing units which will be phased
in between now and 2007 with an additional
1,ODD-plus housing units slated to begin this
year. Beyond the housing market, Atlantic
Development Group will start construction this
year on Boricua College, a 120,000 square-foot
building located at 161st St. and 3rd Avenue in
the Bronx.
The SOil of a Manhattan and Brooklyn cab
driver, Fine grew up in a public housing project
in Queens and was educated in New York City's
public schools.
"Education was very, very important to my
father because he didn't have one," said Fine,
who was the first in his family to attend college,
"But he was a tremendously inquisitive guy.
Reading Tile New York Times for him every day
was a very important thing. Cab drivers in those
days were the ambassadors in the city. I think
he took that role seriously. In many respects,
I consider what I do in real estate to be a
continuation of my father's work."
Fine began his college education at SUNY
Cortland as biology major, but soon discovered
his exceptional aptitude for the social sciences
while earning excellent grades in sociology,
cultural anthropology and cultural geography.
"Having access to the language of social
science enabled me to have some perspective
on the way I grew up," Fine explained. "A liberal
arts education should be about gaining self-
knowledge and opening up the world. Without
sounding corny, that was the initial effect of
taking humanities, literature, social science
and economics courses. I was so thirsty for the
knowledge."
Longing to return to New York City, Fine
transferred to New York University, where he
earned a bachelor's degree and a Ph.D. in sociology.
From 1986-91, Fine worked for a social service
agency on New York's Lower East Side called
the Educational Alliance, which was an old
settlement house that was part of the original
settlement house movement in the 1880s.
Also, for two years, he helped to settle Russian
refugees for the Metropolitan Council on Jewish
Poverty.
"In my resettlement work antl-with the
Alliance, I had gotten involved in developing
some housing as an executive of these non-profit
institutions," noted Fine, who left the Alliance in
1991 to form his own firm, Fine Consulting and
Development. His clients included not-far-profit
organizations and social service institutions that
wanted to build service-enriched housing, such
as residential treatment facilities for mentally
ill persons and homeless shelters. In all, he
served as a consultant on 12 different treatment
facilities.
"It was during this period that I realized how
essential decent and affordable housing was to
the stability of the clients I was working with, as
well as for the health of the city and the state,"
said Fine, who then formed Atlantic Development
Group which has emerged as one of the largest
housing developers in New York City.
The civic-minded Fine has been deeply
involved in philanthropic and charitable work.
He serves on the board of directors for the UJAI
Federation of New York, the Hispanic Federation,
the Jewish Community Center of New York and
The Rodeph Shalom School.
In February 2003 during the Campaign for
Cortland, Fine committed $100,000 to SUNY
Cortland to create the Robert Fine Faculty
Endowment Fund in memory of his late father.
"It's an American story," he explained. "One
generation kind of picks up where the other
leaves off. I think he certainly saw it that way."
The Robert Fine Faculty and Endowment Fund
benefits junior, untenured SUNY Cortland faculty
in need of financial support to improve teaching
techniques, enhance their classroom experience,
support research and publication efforts and
provide faculty-student interactions beyond the
classroom.
"I wanted the money to ultimately help the
College, faculty and the students and to just open
up opportunities for them," said Fine. "That's
really the key and that's the role that Cortland
played for me. College is like a gateway. That's
the way I see it."
Fine and his wife, Elizabeth, reside in
Manhattan with their three children, Sarah,
Robby and Katie.
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HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT AND SPEAKER: MARK GINSBERG '75
CEREMONY B - 2:30 PM
Mark Ginsberg, the exerutive directorof the National Association for theEducation of Young Children (NAEYC)
in Washington, D.C, will receive an honorary
doctor of humane letters from the State
University of New York at today's Undergraduate
CommenCEment ceremonies.
Since 1998, Ginsberg has directed the NAEYC,
the world's largest organization with a focus
on young children and their families. Now in its
80th year, the NAEYC,with more than 100,000
members, greatly infiuences how America
interacts with its 13 million children between
birth and the age of four.
Working with a 17-member national board,
Ginsberg oversees a staff of 125 persons,
including the governmental relations personnel,
who are housed in three buildings within the
District of Columbia.
"I think we have had a hand in almost every
piece of federal legislation that's positively
affecting the lives of young children," said
Ginsberg. "How much of a hand would vary
depending upon the legislation. We spend a
fair amount of time working witl1 members of
Congress and their staffs,"
NAEye 's national network encompasses
300 local, slate and regional organizations
and a growing global alliance of like-minded
professional groups. The national organization's
annual four-day conference attracts some 25,000
4
people to 1,100 workshops and seminars and
300,000 square feet of exhibits.
For the past two decades, the NAEYC has
been the nation's foremost accrediting agency
for childcare (enters. The NAEVC is also one of
the world's largest publishers of educational
materials for young children.
Raised in New City, N.Y., Ginsberg earned a
bachelor's degree in psychology in 1971 from
SUNYCortland, where he was active as one of the
first residence advisors in the then-newly built
Towers halls, as director of the WIUC-AM campus
radio station and as a rugby player.
Desiring to do something with children and
families, Ginsberg attended Pennsylvania State
University, where he earned a Ph.D. in human
development and family studies. He interned at
the Yale University School of Medicine in New
Haven, (onn., and then joined the psychology
faculty at the University of Rochester.
Ginsberg moved to Maryland and worked as
a staff member with the American Psychological
Association for six years before becoming the (EO
for the American Association for Marriage and
Family Therapy (AAMFT), where he doubled the
size of the organization during his tenure.
"I wanted to get back to my roots at an
academic institution," he said. "I had the
opportunity to join Johns Hopkins as the director
of the Faculty and Staff Assistance Program,
which is really the mental health and human
services program for the university. Hopkins is
the largest private employer in Maryland."
While at Johns Hopkins, Ginsberg began
teaching in the (ounseling Department and then
served as its chair for two years. He still remains
a part-time faculty member in the Department
of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, but
reluctantly chose to leave the classroom for
the opportunity to guide the prestigious and
influential NAEYe.
"Our work is so fundamentally important
to the future of our nation. The challenge is to
be sure we have the resources, the ability to
continue to be creative and inventive, and to
help move this forward," he said.
Ginsberg's own dream is to realize a national
goal to fully fund an early childhood educational
system that provides universal access for all
children.
"To me, one of the great ironies is that
Americans are viewed internationally as the
thought leaders when it comes to information
about education, but tragically we're not found
anywhere near the top of the list of people who
are practitioners," he said. "We just don't practice
what we preach. The lesson in that is that we
know how to do this, we just don't have the
funds to do it."
Two other challenges facing the early
childhood field today are insufficient numbers of
educators with solid training in early childhood
education and a tremendous educator turnover
rate, said Ginsberg, whose organization lobbies
for adequate teacher funding.
"Economic studies that have been done
suggest that for every dollar spent in an early
childhood environment, there's a seven dollar
return in terms of economic benefit to a
community over time," he explained. "That's a
pretty good rate of return. Studies show that
children who are in high-quality environments
when they are three are more likely to succeed
when they're six. But more than that, there are
studies now that are showing that throughout
their lives, children who had a good foundation
earlier in their life are more likely to succeed."
Ginsberg and his wife, Elaine, have two sons,
Andrew and Robert.
CANDIDATES FOR BACHELOR'S DEGREES
Candidates for bachelor's degrees listed on the following pages completed their degree requirements in
December 2005 or May 2006 or are expected to complete their requirements in August or December 2006.
Because the names of the graduates and honors recipients presented in this program must be compiled in
advance of Commencement, the information is not official and is subject to revision as may be mandated
by satisfaction of degree requirements and of academic grades.
Graduation With Honors
Honors awarded to candidates for the bachelor's degrees as listed in this program are based on grade
point averages recorded as of Feb. 1,2006. Candidates who receive honors wear colored tassels as noted
below. Honors are awarded when grade point averages meet the following standards on a scale of 4.0:
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Red and White Tassel
Red Tassel
Dual Majors
A plus sign (+) after a name indicates that the student is graduating with a dual major.










***" Sarah Elizabeth Power
ADDLESCENCE EDUCATION: FRENCH
*** Katie A. Bush
Megan Kristi White +












ADOLESCENCE EDUCATIDN: SOCIAL STUDIES
Francis Michael Aufiero Jr.






Patrick Michael Di Primo
*~. Keri A. Doyle






*** Gabrielle Tanya Hajduk
Bryan T. Hogan
Suzanne Holzer
























ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: SPANISH Amanda Heather Husson Leonard Broytman Nicholas Richard l.ibous CRIMINOLOGY
*** Zelkida Ajdinovic-Skenderija Frank J. Lavacca 'H Ryan joseph Caban + Jennifer A. Lynch Russell Louis Bast Jr.
Briana Alexandra Cassidy Megharl Ward McGrath David Caceres Colleen Marie MacDonald Virginia Ann Best
lillivette Gonzalez .. lauren Margaret Nels John J. (alta III Nicholas James Martinson Sean P. Burke.. Amber Colleen Haggerty Scott Andrew Oldfield Benjamin James Carlin Oluwafemi Samuel Mayungbo Heather Anne Corbett
Tiffany M. Hosmer Ashley linda Pearson Victoria Noelle Casanova Kelly Ann McGrath Francis Howard Cullen III +
Jaime leigh Kelsey Jennifer l. Pederzolli Kimberly Ellen Chase MacKenzie Philip McGuire Kristen Talitha DiFant
Chad A. Kline " Julianne N. Tvaroha Anthony Michael Clrcosta Joyanna Marie Milo Christopher Patrick Driscoll
Katie Marie Law Patricia Ann Wick Emily Marin Cittadino Jaclyn Lucienne Monaro Ashley Nicole Frost
laura Maiurano Shanelle Joylisa Collins Lauren Sullivan Murphy Matthew C. Gino
'" lauren S. O'Donnell BUSINESS ECONOMICS Meaghan M. Connaire David Nagel , Melissa Janlne Jenks -I-
Reilly lynn O'Donnell Ahmadu Umar Ahmed Tara l. Cooley Christopher R. Ortega Jenny Rebecca Kalmar, Nicole loren Thomassen + Joselyn-whitney Bahr Allen Amanda Teresa Costello Andrew P. Pacifico Jeffrey S. Odell
Defilia Wallis Huda Samir Mohammed Badr Richard T. Coyne Dale Patrick Paden lauren E. O'Keefe.. Rhonda E. Whitbeck Kevin Patrick Bohren Justin M. Cushing jason Keith Parker Samuel Robert Robinson
'.. Ryan Joseph Caban + Rachel Elaine Deaton Michael J. Parker Staci Leigh Robinson
AfRICAN AMERICAN STUOIES Heather Mary Close Jennifer A. DiAl to Samuel M, Passalacqua III Christopher P, Schmidt
Kniasia C. Hayes + Lauren Nicole DiBari Heather M. Diaz Nicole lindsay Pennettl Amanda Marie Stalker,
Garry D. Morgan II + Andy A. Lopez David Christopher Diviak Dilcia Perez Kathryn T. Williams
Jermaine Lamar Pilgrim + Alejandro Pransisro Parra Jessica lynn Dvcrscak Stephen N. Petula Jr. Anna Marie Joy Young
Meghan McCauley Webster + Megl1an Elizabeth Penfold lauren Melissa Iusanic Gugulethu Julile Pinckney +
Paolo Giuseppe Rizzo Christina Marie Evans Christopher D. Richmond ECONOMICS
ANTHROPOLOGY Andrew John Wilensky Aaron Charles Fallon Melanie M, Ricotta Jeffrey M. David... Sharon Arlene Andrus Brian M. Farrell Gail Rosenthal Jessica L. Devore
Nicole Dintino CHEMISTRY Andrew David Ferraro Glenn A. Santos Carrie Aileen Fitzpatrick
Stephanie Marion Nathan Stanley Bischoping Matthew Charles Foreman Migdalia Ann Santos Heather Taylor lloyd
Paula K, Piech + Kristen Danielle Gaby Usa Anne Schwenker Michael Justin Mcquillan
Suqulethu Julile Pinckney + COMMUNICATION STUDIES luke Malerba Goldstein Melissa Mary Shaffer Matthew S. Pini
Marleah Esther Race Deena leigh Aglialoro Robert lemon Grant Heather Joy Silver Emmanuel Pathos
**" Jessica l. Smith Nina Marie Agro Kelly Anne Harmon Matthew J. Speckin ... Mark weinkiper +.. Vanessa lynn Weinert Ekow Y. Amuaku Kelley-Anne Felicia Hoff Melanie A. Szumowski
Cara Marie Arcuri Jessica leigh Howe + Jordan L. Thibault ENGLISH
ART John P. Arkontaky + Robert A. Howell Matthew Tierney' upper John P. Arkontaky +
Jill Marlena Benham + Jennifer lee Athanas Katharine S. Jerome Jason Erik Tusch Jennifer Marie Bathke... Nathaniel P. Bruckner Nickolas Joseph Ballard Mallhew Walter Juba + Rita A. Varano Cassandra Marie Best
Alexander Mark Ferrara Travis M. Bennett Jon Michael Kalsuga Megan Patricia Wagner Nicole M. Brady
Marie Germano Kristin lee Boniello Jessica leigh Katz Erin Bridget Walsh Christina Marie Gianfrancesco
Emily L. Haggerty Benjamin David Boshna« Lauren Marie larkin Craig Adam Weissberg BriAnne Gordon
Christian Hugh Helwig III lauren Elizabell1 Brewer Enrique Laureano Jr. Patrick O'Shea Willey Melva Joy Haney





*** Ashley Dawn Lauro +









• Crystal Ann lulllc
FRENCH
Leanne Francis Iorio
Nicole loren Thomassen +
Derek L Witty
HISTORY
Jill Marlena Benham +





.... Aaron Michael (rofut +
Jeremy David Irwin



















H Paul A. Simmons
Ronica Jean Smith
Jonathan Jorge Vega







.. ~ Katherine Elizabeth Ciraulo +
Ashley Marie Hilscher +
Haruna Morimoto
lisa Colleen Dsetek
Paula K. Piech +
Julie Beth Saradin
lisa Jean Taylor















U Norma S. Gutierrez
Beata Szobostlai





*- Katherine Elizabeth Ciraulo +
Aaron Michael Irofut +





H" Ericka L. Green
Kniasia C. Hayes +
... Jennifer Michelle Kane
Edwin B. Ketcham





Jermaine Lamar Pilgrim +
Kofi G. Sansculotre




Nicholas J. Von Pless
Daniel John Walker
Dylan J. Webb
Meghan McCauley Webster +
PROFESSIONAL WRITING
Christine Kanella Dance +
lOU Ashley Dawn Lauro +
Stephen Michael Taft Jr.
PSYCHOLOGY
Lauren Antonucci










































."* Alicia Marie Brown






























- Garry D. Morgan II + ADOLESCENCE EDUCAnON: CHEMISTRY - Jordan Alexandra Dawson Jennifer Lynne Eckert Jon J. wilcox
Marina Jean O'Connor -- Joshua David Ashby Nathane! T. Fiedler Brian Scott Edmunds sren M. Wilhelm
Paula K. Piech + Heather Kathleen Golightly Ryan David Ensel Joseph R. Wojciechowski
Caitlyn Elizabeth Plummer ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: EARTH SCIENCE Michelle Lindsay Greenberg Greg Randall Essenlohr
Corrie Lynn Rachinsky Gary Bedenham Ashley Marie Hanchar Erik Richard Ferquson CHEMISTRY
Adam W. Rusho Christina Maniaci Erica F. Hatfield Jennifer l. Galloway Becky lee Callan
Jessica N. Russo-Cannone *1I* Adellna Iulllia Primiano Katie lynn Keller William Micheal Geller Xiaohong Feng
Lisa Ann Schult Stephen Michael Wendt .. Tammy A. Kuhinec Joseph John Giar Michael Patrick McDonough
Amber Rae Scott Heather Michelle McCann Lauren Elaine Gillmann Ihristopber Michael Witty
Nicholl" Antoinette Scott ADOLESCENCE EDUCATION: MATHEMATICS Eugene Philip Moon Jr. Krisly lynn Hansen
Michael Gene Spaulding ... " Valerie lynn Argauer Charles Adrian Muirhead Jacinda Rose Hotaling CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
lisa Michelle Wendel Todd Matthew Britton Oluyomi A. Obafemi Matthew Gary Kennedy David Alan McCartt
Rebekah Mae Widrick -- Andrew James Hsrnont Bret Lesley Pearsall Jonathan Jay Kollun Adam Leonard Petersen
Melynda l. Wissar James Patrick Hahn Reqine Perez lauren Michelle LeBlanc
William J. Zajkowski Jr. Benjamin William Java Sean Edward Powers T.J. Maffei GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
,,-n Adam M. Kalman Jaime L. Roy Beth Ann Marino Robert Henry Richard Tofte
SPANISH Roger D. Lattimer Carly A. Semrau .. lindsey A. Marranca +
Maria Claudia Aguilera Nicholas Jon Lorenzen Kevin Michael Slade Thomas Aquinas McGee III GEOGRAPHY
Kathleen Erin Barney + John Gregory Precopio Kateri M. Warner Shannon A. McShane Lezlie Ann Button
Aurora Isabel Caamanc .. Jennie Randazzo William G. Wert Jr. Bobbie M. Newman Thomas A. Carpenter
Judelka Escalante lisa Marie Ruffini Aaron David Willen Erin 0, O'Connor Mallhew S. Germain
Jeri Celeste Grant Tabitha Ann Short "H Glenn R. Odebralski +
Ashley Marie Hilscher + Katherine Marie Spokowsky BUSINESS ECONOMICS Brittany Ann Pensgen GEDLOGY
Rristi L. Laribee *"* Jacqueline J. Steger Sami V. Abdelazim Christopher Ryan Pinto -- Stephanie l. DeSisto
Arnie lynn Murray *** Paul M. Voigtland William Michael Azzoto .. Brandon C. Ramunto F. Brian Hidy
Sarah Elizabeth Wexler *H Matthew G, waleruuk Brian F. Barlow Frank Hughes Ranieri Nathaniel James Hendricks
Megan Kristi While + Stephanie Wilinski Brianne M. Bartlett Amy l. Reeve Michael C. Hennessey
Lauren Elizabeth Wilson + Melissa E. Ruppert George R. Bowne Melanie B. Reeves Jennifer Marie Kelly
Nicholas A. Brockway + Pierre Rocher Robert lamont Kramer
BIOLOGY Darren Tyler Buhr Michael A, Scarola Andrew Hall MacClugage
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE - linda Moon Anderson Corinne Campbell Davin H. Sessa Trevor John Money
Nicholas Alan Augliano .. Christopher M. Carpenter Doron Shakarchy ... James Nelson Morgenthien
ADOLESCENCE EDUCATlDN: BIOLOGY *** Charlene louise Blackwolf .. William John Carson Simon D. Skrelja W. Nathan Parker
Mark J. Allen Nicole Ann Bocsusis Kendra lynn M. Conway Dustin Andrew Smith
_.
Joshua Howard Payne
Nicole Corinne Andersen Mary Kate Boland ;If Joseph I. Cooper + -- John Joseph Slemp inJoseph DeSantis IV Paul Charles Bostwick Michael J. Corbett Sean Daniel Trask + HUMAN SERVICESTUDIES
Casey Thomas McGee Jamie lynn Cerqua Aaron M. Cowieson Kaylin Marie VanDusen + Adam John Cox
Michael Vincent Page Thomas lamont Crary Roger A. De Freese Jr. Bobbie Jo Warriner Barbara Ann Iiehm-Jcrdan
Zachary A. Daniel David Anthony Doerrlamm Ryan Christopher West Iameka L. Harris
Elizabeth Joan Davidson Timothy Kevin Earl Patricia l. Huston
8
ll** Sarah Marie lucbansky
Alicia Maria Mansilla





** April Marilyn Abbott
Christopher Boken Bondarchuk
Erin Celeste Cornish
"H Georgia Leigh Dear









H William F. lipe





Charles Michael Baldo +
Aaron Thomas Baier
*~ April Hope Byers
Trudy Ann Cedar
llll-ll James Paul Davern Jr.
Jillian Delorme
~... Jennifer Mary Gaeta
Diella Marie Giaconia
Luisa Adrianna Gutierrez
Hll Allison Jill Henig
Faisal Jamaluddin BACHELOR OF SClENCE Stephen Andrew Currie Erin C. Jones
Gina Michelle-Marie ledesma Andrea M. Curtis • Meghan Kathleen Kennedy
Eliza Melissa lipp CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ... Laura A. Dariing-laPier Tara Ann Kilgallen
William Manley uttle II .- Ann Marie Jennings Abbey Caitlin Alexis DeCarlo .. Andrea Michele King
Theresa Erica lynch Jocelyn Leigh Adolph
.... Maria Michael DeCastro Christopher S. Kizis
Kelly Ann Marcoux Carol Alflen Jene Rose DeCriscio
.. Ryan Leigh Klein
Russell Anlhony Marino - Danietle Frances Allbaugh Beth T. Deiuher Heather Lynn Knapp
Jacqueline M. McErlean lindsay Ann Angevine ... Kathyleen A. Delucia Marcella Patrice Kopko
Chad R. Mehlenbacher Rebecca L. ArmSlrong Whitney Ann Dennis Catherine L. Kors
Peter M. Moran Eric P. Barrese " Michelle Christine DeRico
Jennifer Yvonne Kuchmak
Cassidy Marie Noetter Maggie Murchison Bartiq
, Christina Rose Doyle April M. Lacey.., Joseph Paul Ricca ... Colleen C. Bashaw Nicole Marie Eason Natalie Marie Lamb
Stacey Kay Scott • Julie Kay Bennett Lindsey Edelstein Karen Elizabeth laRose
Joelle Marie Srrivano .. Jessica N. Blaich Candice M. Elliott • Meghan E. larson
Christine Marie Smith Ryan J. Bolsei Shannon Christine Elison Krista M. laurenzc
Jennifer Marie Stevens Andrea M. Boric lisa Marie Festa
.. Kerin L. LaVanchard
Alissa Ann Brady Niclaus John Florek Melissa Ann LeClair
Wendy L. Bridges Susan Christine Forbes
.. Katrina K. Lehman
Jessica D. Brockunier Shauna Marie Furey Brianne liddiard
SCHOOL OF EDUCA nON Laura Kathleen Bronchetti Erica J. Cavett Kristen Elizabeth Lindsay
Elena Budesa lenni Lynes Geer
.. Stephanie Marie Lividini.. Brittany Laine Burlingame Ryan S. Genee Kathleen Lombardo
Jordan Carolyn Butler Melissil Erin Girardi
... Erin Nancy Martindale
BACHELOR OF ARTS
Kaitlyn Carrie Callahan Christine Marie Glovasky • Katherine M. McFall
Shannon Sara Callahan Erin Jessica Gondeck • Angelina C. McQuownCHILOHOOD EDUCATION
Luisa Brunei Arbanil-Olivas • Erin N. Campbell Michelle Lyn Griesemer Christine Elizabeth Medicis
Nicole A. Bentzoni Catalina M. Canas
Nicole Gabrielle Grimaldi Shaun Allan Merrill
Nina Marie Carelli • Melissa A, Gross Lindsay Rose MiJleisenAllison Colleen Carlin
Elissa Maria Casey
.. Rebecca Marie Hansen Nicole Marie Misiano
Beth Anne Conklin
Katrina Marie Iatarlsano ... Mary Margaret Heaney .. Nana Rose Monaco.. Kathleen M. Finn
Erin Elizabeth Mclncrow Robert Michael Cavaliere
Eric Breck Heath Sherr! Ann Monz
Mary Katherine Ischernjawski Ashley Marie Chamis Jessica Merrie Hill Elizabeth S. Morgan.. Sabrina Lynn Wadd Kimberly A. (ianfrccco Laura Virginia Hodock lindsay Ann Moss
John Joseph Clark Jr. Jamie Lynn Holcomb Abigail Jane Murphy
EARLY CHILDHOOD/CHILDHOOD EDUCATION Lindsay Meredith Cole Amanda Marie Holt Catherine Marie Newman• Jeffrey William Coleman If..,. Jaime Noelle Hutchison ... Kristen N. NugentBethany Ann Cannarella .. Casey Lynn Cordone .- April Lea Huyck Nicole A. DrestoAmy R. Weinman • Kristin Ann (ursetti Vincent Antl10ny ladicicco Jr. Katherine M. Ortiz.. Kathleen Marie Crawford Philip John Ilardi ,,- Jennifer L. Page
Amanda M. Crowe Rebekah Lee Johnson Trisha lynn Palaka
9'I
Dorena Lynne Parker Kerri Lee Stitt Melissa Franriom .. Marcy Lynn Farney SPECIAL EDUCATION AND CHILDHODD
Jane Elizabeth Parks Nicole Marie Suppa • Krista Elizabeth Godbout Nicole Marie Felitto EDUCATION
Alicia Ann Persinger ••• Pamela Anne Swan ... Jennifer Lynn Gow Jennifer Ann Fisher Kathleen Erin Barney +
Iounney Lauren Peters Nicole L. Sweezy Dana Marie Guardanamas Mariah Lynn Gerty Christine L. Bereche
Cheree J. Pivovarsky • Melissa Brooke Iessenholtz • Amy Ida Gustafson rara lynn Gyidik .. Robyn Aren Blackmore
Margaret Frances Grace Pixley Tina louise Thorp Heather Irene Sophia Jaehnert Georgia louise Harris Kimberly Catherine Cormier.. Lyndsay Danielle Polachek Leana Michelle Torres Colleen Elizabeth Jenny Jessica Anne Hausthor • Caitlin Cuda
Lindsay Ann Pomerantz Jennifer L. Troutman Nicole Danielle Jochum Natalie Joanne Humphrey Jennifer Michele Finewood
Kimberly Ann Presher Donald Howard Umstead Kristin Ann Jones ... Heather Anne Jayne Kelly Elizabeth Gilroy
Sara Elizabeth Pulver Andrew J. Van Pallen ... lauren Elizabeth Jorrey Kathleen Anne Karle-Nethercott ... Jennifer Ann Hemedinger
Nicole Desiree Quick Erin Brittany varland .- Liliana Rinback Natalie A. King Melody Kay Hoffman
Lindsey E. Rabinowitz Jennifer lynn Vl'rdUo Monica Christy Loher Krystal Ann Kondrat • Courtney Anne Ingalls
Brian S. Radcliffe Dyan leiqh Voorhees Adrienne Marie Lovuolo Lisa Tiffany Lew .. Sharon E.Mannix
Lindsay Rae Rainey .. Jamie Frances Walsh ... Penelope E. Lupo Kimberly Anne Ustas Tina Marie Mon
Ashley Rose Reilly Kurt D. Warner Mary Kay McCarron .. Jenny Marie Locke *** Virginia Martha Mosia
Holly Ann Rielanc Mary E. Weiss-Andersson Elizabeth C. Mocharski lois Ashleigh Loiselle • Melissa L. Oliver
Steven C. Riggs Carinne A. Welch Cynthia Marie Peli ladyn Marie Mallison Jennifer M. Reagan
Sarah Beth Roberts Katie A. Welch Kathleen Elizabeth Spencer Robin Ann Marble Kristy Ann Richko
Jennifer lynn Rodriguez Kimberly Ann West Amanda Marie Stagg Heather Ann Mark Hannah E. Sconzo
**. Meredith lynn Romans Jessica Mary Whitlock-Lalla Kristi Marit Storaekre Michaellarnes Meenan III Bethany Ruth Sopchak• Angela Ross .. Jennifer l.Wieaorek Rachel Anne Sullivan Gail Ann Mendelson Lindsay A. Iimm.. Jill R. Ruppert April Leigh Wilkins Emily Elizabeth Taylor Kelli-Anne M. Moraghan Wendy Tsang
Michael Russo Kristin Alaine Williams Danielle Filomena Trombley ••• Meredith K. Nelson Lade M. Urban
Kimberly Joan Sabistcn Sarah Elizabeth Williams • Melissa R. Ziparo ... Valerie Jean Oloughlin Kerri Kathleen Wright
lisa R. Sampson Devon l. Wind . Christina M. Osterhout
Catherine Marie Scales u* Tracy Ellen Wixson EARLY CHILDHOOD/CHILDHDDD EDUCATION Sara Michelle Otten
leigh-Anne Marie Scarincio .. Melissa lea Yager Richelle Frances Acquisto Katherine Marie Phillips
Katie L. Scherer I-It-. Mindy Young Michelle Christina Babcock Kristin B. Purser
•• Kara Gail Schindler .. JoAnn Marie Zajac Anastasia Elizabeth Bowman Daniele Marie San Antonio
• Br'rtaey Kim Schwartz Jamie Rose Zayas .. Kelly Marie Victoria Bradley Cassie J. Shirley
lynn Marie Serflllppi .. Ashley M. Brown Catherine E. Smith.. Katherine Helen Shuman EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION laura Jean Brunez ... Rachel Diane Storti
Robert SCOII Skkrncnd Vanessa A. Andersen Angela Evelyn Brunner Kristind lynn Ulrich
Rebecca Lynn Sipprell Jennifer l. Betts Colene Andrea Carpenter Crystal lynn Vanzile
Viviana L. Sitz Tara lynn Bonawitz Jamie Ann Compton Renee lynn Vought
Casey lynn Smith Amy Lynn Braman Corinne Marie Dabrowski Crystal S. Wall
Jacob J. Smith Kelly Ann Caudill Rebecca Jean Danaher Kimberly Ann Welcome
Jason M. Springer Jenna L. Dennison Jennifer Elizabeth Dorety Amy Jeanne Hubbard Williams
KimbNly Ann Stegink Renee Elizabeth Eaton '. Jennifer Dyan Drake • Lindsey Ann Williams
Natalie Ann Stevenson Jocelyn Rea Ellis Robyn R. Eaton Trisha Leigh Williams
Victoria Falcone Manda R. Wood
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SCHOOL OF HEALTH SCIENCE KINESIOLOGY
'-, Katrina Eileen Crisafulli Kevin Michael Henry
Ker! lee Banta Charles Michael Baldo + Erica Caroline Dingler Megan Joy Hernandez
PROFESSIONAL STUDIES Alexandra M, Barbieri Valerie Noelle Batsford Ryan D. Ernhout Brandy lynn Howland
• Pamela Marie Berry Jeremiah Daniel Belokur Paul Daniel Ferguson LOllis D. Jahrling
Melim Dawn Carley John Dominick Benevento ., Meghan A. Flood .. jessica Kate Krueger
BACHELOR OF ARTS Michael Salvatcr Caruso III Robert Gayton Blass Jr. '- Natasha Geigel William E. Lance JrCourtney Ruth Coburn Ryan Mark Butterfield Angela Marie Granger Stephanie Anne Loscalzo
SPORT MANAGEMENT John James (om pion Giovanni Anthony Cappelli Ryan S. Ingraham Karen Barbara Lundgard.. Jessica Leigh Howe + Megan M. Conley Richard Matthew DeSola Jason D. Jusino Chad Ihomas lundwall
Matthew Walter Juba + .. Nicole M. DeBonza Joseph E. Dietrich Nathan Lee Kieff .. Corey J. Maxson
Beth Marie Felter Katie Rose Dunn Brian K. Kolcncski Matthew M. McHugh
Mark W. Gaedje Danielle Marie Foster Sarah B. Lane Susan D. Morse
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE • Sara M. Ganey Emily Elizabeth Gibbons Daniel Roberts McPhee Evin J. Munson
Chandra Jane Gigatti Brett Leonard Heritage .. Ashley M. Miller + Azusa Onaga
ATHLETIC TRAINING Bridget Mary Gregory Ian Peter Kinkel Kristopher G. Rice Karyn Rebecca Perry
Daniel David Birklin ""* Jessica Elizabeth Hall Jennifer Berry Longwell Emily Rachael Smuckler Cheryl Lynn Pitt
Ryan Norman Degon Bret Anthony Harlow Mollie Jane lurken Melloney L. Soutiere Dana r. Poulin.. Francis L. DeKalb IV Christine Marie Horan Bryan Christopher Mannarino Daniel C. Squires Chandra Amara Richardson
BridgettI' Megan Deshane Keri A. Kohlmeier ... Danlelle S. MayI' • Dawn Marie Sudol + Philip Mather Rogers II.. Dori Lynn Dollaway Jodi Lynn Lake Matthew Robert Miller John Thomas Timmerman Steven B. Schaap
Ashley Nicole Dunnigan Michelle C. Lee Michael Anthony Mills Robert John Townsend Brad D. Schilling
Jaime Nicole Farrell Kelly Elisabeth May Richard L. Monaco Jedadiah Robert Widrick Katherine V. Sclafani
" Kelly Jean Fillmore Johanna Beth Mott Jeremy Jason Nau Landon Tyler Simmons.. Nicole Marie Flrenonc Christine L. Muss David J. Neal Jr. RECREATION ... Mary L. Sinkropi
Saburo Haqihara Lindsey Marie Myers Tracy Nicole Page Jessica M. Anderson • Sydney Lauren Steele
Karin Amanda Hartmann Ashley Anna Drvek Angela Mary Paladino Emily J. Beanan Ashley Lynn Swetman
Lindsay Elizabeth Jones Theresa A. Peebles Michelle Ann Ringle Scott G. Blackwell Aubrey Jennifer Talaska
• Alissa Leigh Kordrupel Jennlter Anne Randall Amy Elizabeth Romano Thomas Clement Bourgalll Denise Marie Tyler
Ashley Zoe Magnini Scott David Reed Kyle Roben Sarrapede Nicole Janette Cambridge Travis C. Walsh
Ashley M. Miller + Elise Sara Repper Adam 1.Short Brianne M. Capasso
Janet Lynn Parcell Barbara D. Schad Drew Elliot Solomon *** Joseph Leroy Carlson SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCE
Andrea Lena Roberts Danene Nicole Siragusa Michael Joseph Talerico Cody E. Cooper Jennifer L. Clark
Victoria Ann Spyratos Tilla Marie Slavik Thomas F. Walsh Russell M. D'Amico ... Elizabeth Ann Competiello
Geoffrey P. Steinbacher •• Jessica K. Stall Jessica tynn White .. Eric Michael Decker ... Jean Margaret Graham
Dawn Marie Sudol + Bethany Suzanne Stevenson *"' Chelsea M. DeMarco Lindsey Marie Kiefl
Casey Kathleen Taylor Ashleigh Anne Trew KINESIOLOGY: FITNESS OEVELOPMENT Jessica Leigh Felice Erin MMie LaDue
Megan Anne Thompson Patrick L. Vii bon Anne Marie Bowdoin Jennifer L. Gilmartin • Christine Lynn Schlesinger
Kristen Alice Tucker ** Rachel Erica Weeks Lester Stanton Burt Jr. Stephanie Lynn Grosso Marianne Sivak
Elizabeth Ann varland Maureen A. Casey Annie Lynn Gustafson Lisa Marie Sullivan
Kevin G. Warren Jr. Theodis Terrance Collier + Heather Anna Henderson Matthew J. Sullivan
r1
SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISABILITIES • Brian 1I1Omas Corell Kyle Michael McGowan Peter J. Wilson Jessica Baptista
Cheryl Maeghan Abramowitz Theresa Rosa Coscia Matthew P. Meacham Kimberly Wood Krislilyn Barbone
Kelly Maryn Bergeron Erika Milfie (remona Brian Jon Mintzer Lucas Scott Wyman Laura Maureen Barrett
Michelle M. Burhans Joel William Crouse Kevin Patrick Moteyunas Richard Paul Younker Jr. Oarles J. Barth Jr.
• Elizabeth Dana Buscema Michael J. Cummings Kenneth Lloyd Myers II Jeremy Ryan Zimmerman Ii.... lisa Marie Benarnari
Kara Ann Byron Eric M. Deane .. Samuel G. Northrop *** James J. Best
Amber K. Coleman Thomas Defence Jr. • Sean J. O'Connell Michael Kristopher Bianco
Bailey Kirsten Duemmel Justin R. Deiter m Glenn R, Odebralski + BACHELOR OF SCIENCE Danielle Marie Blanchard
Megan A. Fratanducno Patrick C. Duffany Rachae! E. Onorevcle IN EDUCATION Joseph Leonard Bonaventura
Kate Elizabeth Gilroy Charles W. Duffy Jr Joseph Stanley Opetosky Lindsey Diane Brancato.. Jessica Ruth Sural Christopher George Dziubak Bryan Michael Pear HEALTH EDUCAliON Lauren M. Brooks.. Amber M. Hofman Laurajean M. Farina Carl William Palmieri Marisa Annese Kara A. Brown
-lOu Andrea Nicole Hutton (hristopher Michael lelluca Steven Gustavo Pereira Chelsea Marie Arduini •• Kaysie Lyn Brych +
*"" Nora l.Jarvis Daniel Thomas Flilnagan David James Peterson (htistopher Peter Barlbaelt .. Elizabeth Burhser
Teresa Mary Lalonde Christopher S. Flanders Eric James Peterson Brlanne Lynn Bellinger Kyle P. Buono
Lisa Pansinevelos Steven David Franklin Daniel Joseph Pfeifer Jr. .. Allison Joy Cass Dillon Matthias Cail
Andrea F. Perkins Michael J. Gilberg Michael B. Pittman • Aaron V. Doroski • Troy David Callard
Heather Joy Resetar •• Kristin Dawn Glass Luke James Quackenbush Stacy Marie Gerow Christopher Canale
Marisol Restrepo Matthew G. Gulotta H Miranda Lynn Quinn Amy Guyette John Joseph Cannetti IV
Diana Jean Schram mel Matthew J. Harris Jason K. Rappleye Benjamin Jacob Hamrn * ... Matthew Ryan (arcaterra... Stacy Marie Shirley Steven Louis Hartnett .. Matthew Stephen Riccardi Colby James Hastings Jordan Richard Carlisi... Laurie Grupe Smith Jack C. Holmgren James M_ Rice Jordan D. Hawthorne .. Justin Edward Carr
Katy Marie Stevens Caitlin E. Howe Eric Allen Rogers leukeshia Marie Hogarth Michael Patrick Castaldo
Gregory Walter Howe • Jessica Leigh Seren Barrett J. Howland Thomas Joseph Chickery
SPORT MANAGEMENT Jesse J. Jeffers Craig James Sestir •• Maria Alice luder Raymond G. Chopay
lames D. Abran Matthew Leigh Ryan Johnson Adam Michael Sidebottom Natalie Rose MacDonald Jason P. Chyr
Francis Acosta •• Evan S. Jonat Marc A, Spencer Kimberly Ann Pagano Kielty Marie Ciccone
Nicole T. Allison Terence Anthony Jordan Crystal R. Stack Alyssa Marie Rocco Timothy J. Clapp
Christopher Michael Francis Alvaro Brian R, Kaforey Robert J. Tillotson Stacey lean Signorino Christopher Robert Claro
ChangKi Bahnq Steven William Kane Nicole Tirado Steven Andrew Sunderraj Theodis Terrance Collier +
Alexis Cathryn Barney William Andrew Knipper "* Sean Daniel Trask + .. Elizabeth L Tretter Kristin Erin Conlon
Andrew Patrick Beardsley Michael Kowalsky Adam Kyle trevett .. Kevin A. Wall ... David R. Connors
Michael James Bedard Ryan Edward Legere Amy M. Troutman Melissa Sue Conti
Thomas J. Bell Roy P. Leone John Douglas Trush PHYSICAL EDUCATION Jeremy Reuben Cook
Ryan Adam Boisvert Todd J. lonqyear ,,- Ihomas J. Tunison II Stephanie Rose Adamshick Kimberlee Jo Corrigan
Heather May Bristol Matthew Scott Lundquist « .... Kaylin Marie VanDusen + ... Jessica Lynn Allen David J. Cross
Nicholas A, Brockway + .. Lindsey A. Marranca + Michael Christopher Vano Carmine F. Anastasio David Curreri
Kelly L. Capitummino Tiffany Brooke Mastroianni Jeffrey T. Verklan Rose Anna Arceri • Matthew J. Daum
Michael P, Composro Meredith T. McCaslin Nicholas J. Wetherby .. Patrick John Aris Michael Andrew De Paola
Joseph I. Cooper + • Mark L. Willey David Gerald Austin •• Alissa R. DeBie
~2J
Russell Joseph Decker Eric Scott Jendryaszek Rosario Morelli Michael P. Rozonkiewietz Jr. Katie L. urtcnas
Christina Dawn DeHay Erik Martin Johnson Matthew Dominick Mascola Matthew John Russo Christopher Otarles Yerkey
Paul R. DeSantis Jr. Nathan Michael Jones Michael Patrick Mullirls X·l· Brandeis L. Sample Danelle Rae vesneske
Daniel P. DiSalvo Daniel Steven Kant Thomas J, Mullins
",
Agustin Hugo Sanchez • Melissa S. vestutc
Jessica Lynn Donley Kyle Thomas Keeney Jesse David Murphy "- Gregory S. Sanders H Amie Lynn WachMegan Donnelly Jeffrey Michael Kelda ... Michael John Music Jr. Dustin Emanuel Sassk Amber Lynn Wallace
Laurie B. Dorscheld Michaela Kathleen Kenwood Justin M. Myers Kasson Colin Sauer Scott R. Wandell
H Nicholas Ryan Drake Katie Alyssa Killion Aaron David Naklick James Dino Srsrpias Christopher Edward Warga
Meghan L. Dulmage Craig D. Kroll Robert Grant Northrup Bryan Anthony Scipione Daniel P. Whalen
Lindsay A. Dunlap William L. Kunzig Kristopher Edmund Ocker Kevin Alan Scott Douglas Peter Williams
Frank Idward Dymond II Donald John Laclair Matthew L. O'Connell ·l** Christine L. Sernptimphelter Nicholas Alan Wilson
Jennifer L. Eqan Kyle James Lambert Daniel Broderick Oldis Kathryn Anne Sergi Jonathan A. Woody
Bridget Aileen Ellison Keith Patrick Lasher Amilnda Ost .. laura A. Sheldon Joseph M. Yedowitzlll
Heidi L, Emery .. Virginia Dora-lovina lee Kelli L. Oswald Adam James Sherrard Ryan Joseph Young
Joseph Michael Ferrigno Cassandra Lynn Leonard Steven C. Parker Susan Elizabeth Shires Holly Ann Younglove
Sarah Anne Florenz Bryon D.lewis Stephen M. Paskell Jr. David Jeffery Slater Michael D. Zachery
Christina J. Florez • Ryan Michael Licari Jason David Peck Andrew 1 Smith
Jennifer Foti Travis Robert Light Bethany Melfie Penoyer .. James Tobin Smith SENIORS WHO HAVE EARNED
Michael Vincent Fratto Steven Michael lomusdo Christopher M. Piazza Nathan Ryan Smith MIlITARY COMMISSION
Julianna Rose Frederick Michael long Saret Arthur Plantz Timothy W, Smith Nathan Stanley Bischoping,
Nicole Marie Fredericks Nathan Robert Luskin William Paul Plotner Ryall H, Spatola Air Force ROTC
Brian A. Freeman Timothy James Lyons Robert Danforth Pollok Darrin Paul Sprankle Trevor John Money, Army ROTC
Bryan A. Gabriel Stephanie A. Macagnone Andrew Vincent Pclotaye Slilfford William Spreter
Barbara Alln Gasperetti Sean Christopher Mack .. Chad Evan Powell .. Daniel R. Stadtmiller
Gerard Eric Gass Danielle Rosina Madia Bryan P. Proctor Michael J. Storey
Kelsey Iynn Geary Christopher Michael Mardanc Julie Marie Provine Amanda Catherine Strack
Tracy Ann Gibbons Nicole E, Marz Gregory Edward Prush • Margaret E. Sullivan
Joseph M. Grildy Kerri P. McConville Matthew G. Pullano Stephen Frederick Sydoriw
Erica Lindsey Grunder Maria Theresa McFeely Michael Rabadi Stephen J. Szeliga
Gregory J. Hamilton Nicholas Devin McPartland Elizabeth Grace Hakita Heidi l. Terry
Micllael K. Hartle Andrew William Mead Robert D. Rice Michilel Todd Tesak
Jason J. Hays David Joseph Mead Matthew John Rickert Justin S. Teter.. Mandy Para Heigh *n Annette F. MeJiski Shawn P. Riley Morgan 0, Thisse
Rachel Marie Hennet Koriene Lyn Menne Jennifer Nicole Rockwell Christine Thompson
(Ivan) Man Ho • Maryllnn Meyer Edmund Joseph Rchrmeier Timothy Joseph Trapani
Brian John Holtslag Zachary David Middleton Matthew Joseph Ronca Glenn F. T rlnder IV.. Amy Marie Horan John Henning Miller Steven J. Rottach .. Danielle Kristin Turner
lacy l. Hudd Michilel Mark Miller Brent Adam Rowe Gerald William Tutwiler Jr... Joshua Paul Jablonski Patrick William Mitchell Child N. Rowe Jessica Rose Ueltschi
Richard James Jsklltsch
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SENIORS WHO HAVE RECEIVED ACADEMIC RECOGNITION
The {oNawing list reflects participants in the Honors Program, members of
(offege~wide rather than departmental honor societies, and recipients of awards
and scholarships presented primarily at the annual Honors Convocation ceremony.
This list does not include al! of the awards available to students on callJpUS.
Abbott, April Marilyn, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Adamshick, Stephanie Rose, 2006 Chancellor's
Award for Student Excellence
Aglialoro, Deena Leigh, 2006 Laura Horsman
'90 Memorial Award
Allen, Jessica Lynn, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Anderson, Jessica M., 2006 John "Jack"
MacPhee Award
Andrus, Sharon Arlene, 2005 Anthropology
Award for Outstanding Academic
Achievement
Aris, Patrick John, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Avery, Kolby W., Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Baker, Timothy David, 2006 Frank A. Burdick
Award for Outstanding Student Teacher
Barlow, Brian F., Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Bathke, Jenniter Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2004 Women's Studies Award for
Academic Excellence, 2005 Van Akin Burd
Prize
Benamatl, Lisa Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Blackmore, Robyn Aren, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2005 Harriet Bentley Junior
Memorial Award, 2006 Bob and Sue Lehr
Special Education Childhood Award
Blanchard, Danielle MariE', 2006 Alpha Kappa
Phi/Agonian Scholarship
Blass Jr., Robert Clayton, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Bowman, Anastasia Elizabeth, 2005 and 2006
Senior Academic Achievement Award
Brockner, Nathaniel P" Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2006 Gerald N. DiGiusto Senior
Scholarship for Excellence in Studio Art
Brown, Alicia Marie, Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Brunez, laura Jean, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Bucar, Nathan, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
2006 Rozanne M. Brooks Sociology Award
for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Buchser, Elizabeth, 2004 and 2005 Past
Presidents Scholarship, 2006 Alpha Kappa
Phil Agonian Scholarship
Bush, Katie A., 2005 Award for Excellence in
French
Caban, Ryan Joseph, 2005 M, Eugene
Bierbaum Award
Cahill, Jennifer Jude, 2006 Senior Psychology
Major Achievement Award
Calta III, John J" 2006 Ann C. Allen Memorial
Award
Carson, William John, 2006 Computer
Applications Academic Achievement
Award
Caruso, Lauren Michele, 2006 Women's
Studies Leadership Award, 2006
Chancellor's Award for Student Excellence
Cass, Allison Joy, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Ciraulo, Katherine Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2005 William Rogers Memorial
Excellence in Political Science Award, 2006
Sidney R. Waldron Award for Academic
Excellence, 2006 Political Science Best
Portfolio Award, 2006 Chancellor's Award
for Student Excellence
Clark, Jennifer L., Tall Sigma Honor Society
Competiello, Elizabeth Ann, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, Honors Program, 2006 Honors
Program Award
(cnnaire. Meaghan M" 2005 Women's
Studies Award for Academic Excellence
Connors, David R., 2005 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship, 2006 Francis J. Moench '16
Award
Cooley, Tara L., 2006 M. Eugene Bierbaum
Award
(ooper, Joseph I., 2005 Past Presidents
Scholarship, 2006 Fred Hanga.Jr. Memorial
Award for Excellence in Business
Economics, 2006 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Cormier, Kimberly Catherine, Honors Program,
2006 Honors Program Award
Corrigan, Kmberlee Jo, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Crofut, Aaron Michael, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Darlinq-l.apier, Laura A., 2005 and 2006
Senior Academic Achievement Award
Davern Jr., James Paul, 2005 Non-Traditional
Student Major Achievement Award, 2005
Alpha Delta Junior Scholarship
Davidson, Elizabeth Joan, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2006 Dr. Norman B.
Reynolds Memorial Award
Dear, Georgia Leigh, Tau Sigma Honor Society
DeBonza, Nicole M., 2006 Charles N.
Poskanzer Award
Delorme, Jillian, Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
DeMarco, Chelsea M., Honors Program, 2005
Harlan "Gold" Metcalf Award
DeSisto, Stephanie L., Phi Ita Sigma Honor
Society, 2004 W. Graham Heaslip Award
Dlaz, Heather M., 2006 Thomas 0, Mwanika
Award
DiBari, Lauren Nicole, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Drake, Jennifer Dyan, 2006 Marion C
Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Dunnigan, Ashley Nicole, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Eaton, Robyn R., 2006 Marilou B. Wright '68
Memorial Scholarship
Elliot, Candice M" 2005 Judson Taylor
Community Service Scholarship
Emery, Heidi L., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
2006 Bessie L. Park 1901 Award
Ferraro, Michael V" 2005 H, Kendall Reynolds
Memorial Scholarship
Gilroy, Kelly Elizabeth, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Gonzalez, lillivette. Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Green, Ericka L., Honors Program, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2005 Political Science Best
Portfolio Award, 2006 Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Law and
Justice
Hajduk, Gabrielle Iayna, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2005 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship, 2006 Leonard F, Ralston
Award
Haney, Melva Joy, 2006 Marion C. Thompson
Memorial Scholarship
Heigh, Mandy Fara, Phi Eta Sigmi! Honor Society
Henig, Allison Jill, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Hennet, Rachel Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Howe, Caitlin E., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society
Howe, Gregory Walter, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Humphery, Natalie Joanne, Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society, 2006 Andrew M. Banse
Award
Hutchison, Jaime Noelle, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 2005 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Hutton, Andrea Nicole, 2005 Judith Smith
Keleman Junior Award, 2005 Alpha Delta
Junior Scholarship, 2006 Judith Smith
Keleman Senior Award, 2006 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Huyck, April Lea, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Jablonski, Joshua Paul, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2006 T, Fred Holloway Award
Jayne, Heather Anne, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Jochum, Nicole Danietle, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Jcnat, Evan S., Phi Eta Sigma Honor Society,
Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Kalman, Adam M., 2005 and 2006 Senior
Academic Achievement Award, 2006
William H, Reynolds Award for
Outstanding Achievement in Mathematics
by a Senior
jllqallen, Tara Ann, Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Kinback, Liliana, 2005 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship
Knapp, Heather Lynn, 2006 Kendra Nelson
Memorial Award
Kordrupel, Alissa Leigh, 2006 Outstanding
Senior Student in Athletic Training
•
Krueger, Jessica Kate, 2005 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship, 2006 Harlan "Gold" Metcalf
Award, 2006 John A. MacPhee Scholarship
Kubinec, Tammy A., 2006 Aldo leopold
Award
LaDue, Erin Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2005 Judson Taylor Community
Service Scholarship
lake, Jodi lynn, 2005 Katherine Allen
Whitaker Award, 2006 Chancellor's Award
for Student Excellence
Lauro, Ashley Dawn, 2006 Marion C.
Thompson Memorial Scholarship
lawrence, Jessica lee, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
lelarte. Kelly lynn, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
Honors Program
Upe, William F., 2006 Outstanding Senior
Physics Major Award
locke, Jenny Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
lorenz, Casey T., 2005 James Madison Award
for Best Undergraduate Paper in Political
Science
luchansky, Sarah Marie, 2006 Academic
Achievement in Human Service Studies
MacDonald, Natalie Rose, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Mannix, Sharon E., 2005 Alpha Delta Junior
Scholarship
Marcello, Gabriel Michael, 2005 Del Ivan Janik
Award for Excellence in Undergraduate
Shakespeare Studies
Martin, Joan D., 2006 Del Ivan Janik Award
for Excellence in Undergraduate
Shakespeare Studies. 2006 Robert
Rhodes '53 Award, 2006 Timothy Chung '76
Award for Excellence in American
literature, 2006 AU-College Excellence in
Writing Award, 2006 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
May, Kelly Elisabeth, 2006 Katherine Allen
Whitaker Award
Maye, Danielle S., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2006 Outstanding Senior Student in
Kinesiology
McGowan, KyleMichael, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Meliski, Annette F., 2006 Dorothy Arnsdorff
Award, 2006 Senior Academic
Achievement Award
Mendelson, Gail Ann, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Miller, Ashley M., 2005 John L. Sclera '52
Memorial Scholarship
Monaro, Jadyn lucienne, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Morgan II, Garry D., 2006 Seth N. Asumah
"Uhuru" Award
Morgan, Stephen M., 2005 Rev. Edward J.
D'Hercn Award, 2005 Marion C.
Thompson Memorial Scholarship
Morgenthien, James Nelson, 2005 W.
Maxwell Hawkins Award, 2005 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Morrison, Jennifer Joyce, 2005 Junior
Psychology Major Achievement Award
Mosia, Virginia Martha, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
Nels, lauren Margaret, 2004 D. Jo Shaffer
Scholarship for Excellence in Art History,
2005 Gerald N. DiGiusto Senior
Scholarship for Excellence in Studio Art
Nugent, Kristen N., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Obafemi, Oluyomi A., 2003 Award for
Excellence in Understanding Multicultural
and Gender Studies
Odebralski, Glenn R., Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2006 Faculty AWilrd for Academic
Achievement
O'Donnell, lauren S., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2004 Pat 5chaffizin Memorial Scholarship,
20061rmgard Mechlenburg Taylor Award,
2006 Award for Excellence in Spanish
Oloughlin, Valerie Jean, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society .~
Ortega, Christopher R., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, 2006 Outstanding Senior Award ' .....
Orvek, Ashley Anna, 2006 Ross l.Allen Award
Page, Jennifer L Tau Sigma Honor Society,
2006 Senior Academic Achievement
Award
Parcell, Janet lynn, Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Perkins, Andrea F., 2006 Speech Pathology
and Audiology Professional Promise
Award
Peterson, Robert J., Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Pilgrim, Jermaine lamar, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, 2004. 2005 and 2006
Award for Excellence in Understanding
Multicultural and Gender lssues, 2004,
2005 and 2006 James McKee Memorial
Award
Piraino, Clifford J., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Primiano, Adelina Eulilia, 2005 W. Graham
Heaslip Award, 2006 W. Maxwell Hawkins
Award. 2006 Cortland's Urban
Recruitment of Educators lC.U.R.E.)
Award, 2006 Chancellor's Award for
Student Excellence
Pschlrrer, Vanessa R., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Quackenbush, luke James, Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society
Rakita, Elizabeth Grace, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Bamunto. Brandon c., 2006 Academic
Achievement and Service Award
Randazzo, Jennie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Roberts, Sarah Beth, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Scales, Joelle Marie, 2004 and 2005 Award for
Excellence in Understanding Multicultural
and Gender Issues
Schlesinger, Christine lynn, Honors Program,
2006 Honors Program Award
Sclafani, Katherine V., 2006 John A. MacPhee
Scholarship
Searles, Michelle R., Tau Sigma Honor Society
Semptimphelter. Christine l., Phi Eta Sigma
Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2004 Past Presidents Scholarship,
2004 and 2006 Alpha Kappa Phi/Agonian
Scholarship
Shirley, Stacy Marie, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society
Sickmond, Robert Scott, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Slnkrcpi, Mary L, 2005 Jay and Bettie Lee
Yerka Award for Excellence in Recreation
and Leisure Studies, 2006 Senior
Academic Achievement Award
Smith, Catherine E., Honors Program, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2006 Honors Program Award
Smith, Jessica L, 2005 Award for Excellence
in Understanding Multicultural and
Gender Issues, 2006 Anthropology Award
for Outstanding Academic Achievement
Steger, Jacqueline J., Phi Eto Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Stitt, Kerri lee, Pili Eta Sigma Honor Society
Swan, Pamela Anne, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society
Szoboszlai, Beata, 2005 Gerald N. DiGuisto
Senior Scholarship for Excellence in Studio
An
TIrado, Nicole, 2006 James F. Casey 'SO
Scholarship
Trask, Sean Daniel, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2006 Outstanding Senior Student in Sport
Management, 2006 Chancellor's Award
for Student Excellence, 2006 Wall Street
Journal Award
Tretter, Elizabeth J., Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Tucker, Kristen Alice, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Tullio, Crystal Ann, Honors Program, 2006
Honors Program Award
Turner, Danielle Kristin, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
VanDusen, Kaylin Marie, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2006 Outstanding Senior Student in Sport
Management, 2006 Chair's Award for
Academic Excellence
Varfand, Erin Brittany, Tau Sigma Honor
Society, 200S Past Presidents Scholarship
Voigtland, Paul M., 2005 David L. Pugh
Award for Superior Achievement in
Mathematics by a Junior
Walentuk, Matthew G., Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Wall, Kevin A., 2006 Gustave B. Timmel
Award
Warner, Kurt 0., Tau Sigma Honar Society
Weinert, Vanessa lynn, 2.005 Women's
Studies leadership Award, 2005 and 2006
Award for Excellence in Understanding
Multicultural and Gender Issues
White, Megan Kristi, Phi Kappa Phi Honor
Society, 2004 Award for Excellence in
French, 2004 Alpha Kappa Phi/Agonian
Scholarship
Widrick, Rebekah Mae, Phi Eta Sigma Honar
Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society,
2005 Past Presidents Scholarship
Williams, Amy Jeanne Hubbard, Phi Eta
Sigma Honor Society
Williams, Lindsey Ann, Tau Sigma Honor
Society
Wixson, Tracy Ellen, Tau Sigma Honor Society
Wuttke, James Arthur, Phi Eta Sigma Honor
Society
Young, Jeffrey lynn, 2006 Non-Traditional
Student Major Achievement Award
Young, Mindy, 2006 Senior Award for
Academic Excellence
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ACADEMl C PROCESS10N The processional begins with the all-college
gonfalonier, who leads in the faculty, followed by the Schools of Arts and Sciences, Education and
Professional Studies gonfaloniers, who lead in the students. The processional concludes when the mace
bearer brings in the platform party, which consists of members of the College's administration and
faculty leadership, the College (oundl, visiting dignitaries and honorees.
THE MACE The mace is a ceremonial staff used as a symbol of authority. The mace
bearer precedes the platform party and places the mace 011 a special stand where it remains while
the official proceedings of Commencement are under way. SUNY Cortland's mace, the "Torch of
Learning," is made of silver and rosewood and was created by local silversmith John Marshall.
THE GONFA LONS The four bright banners carried in the academic procession are
called gonfalons. The red, white, black and grey gonfalon represents the College; in blue, grey and
burgundy it represents the School of Arts and Sciences; in blue, purple and black it represents the
School of Education; and in peach and green it represents the School of Professional Studies.
The gonfalons were designed by Libby Kowalski, professor emerita of art and art history, and
Kathy Maher, a 1984 SUNY Cortland graduate. The standards were made by 8ard Prentiss. associate
professor emeritus of art and art history, and J. Eric Kroot. Materials were provided by the Gilbert and
Mary Cahill Foundation and the late Rozanne M. Brooks, distinguished teaching professor emerita of
sociology/anth ropology.
REGALIA Commencement lends itself to the pageantry of an academic procession rooted
in medieval times. The gowns and hoods worn by faculty members, candidates for graduation and
platform dignitaries distinguish the institution from which the wearer was or will be graduated, the
level of the degree earned and the field of learning.
In 1985, American colleges established a standard code of academic dress, specifying three types
of gowns. The gown for the bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves, the gown for the master's degree
has an oblong sleeve with the front part cut in an arc, and the gown for the doctoral degree has bell-
shaped sleeves. The doctoral gown is also trimmed in velvet. The hood's inner lining, which folds out
at the back and center, indicates the colors of the institution granting the degree, while the border,
which comes around to the front of the neck, represents the field of learning.
The black mortarboard cap is standard. Its only distinguishing feature is a gold tassel worn by
holders of the doctoral degree.
THE HONORS MEDALLION The graduates wearing silver medallions with
red ribbons have completed the SUNY Cortland Honors Program. To complete the Honors Program, a
student must take 24 credit hours of honors courses, engage in 40 hours of community service, maintain
a cumulative grade point average of 3.2, and complete an honors thesis during Ilis or her senior year.
THE KENTE STOLE The Kente stole is a rich, multicolored, handwoven style of
cloth that originated in Ghana, West Africa, and is revered throughout the Africana World. It is
traditionally worn during important national ceremonies. The colors, patterns and ideogramatic images
of the Kente stole impart information about the wearer and highlight the importance of an event or a
ceremony. Similar to the academic hood, the Kente stole is relatively new to commencement
ceremonies in the United States and signifies and symbolizes higher education's connection to the rich
cultures, intellectual traditions and academic achievements of the Africana World.
SPEClAL PERSON DES1GNATlON All graduates can designatea
special person who has been instrumental in \lelping them achieve their higher education goals. This
individual's name is read along with the graduate's name as he or she walks across the stage at the
Commencement ceremony. Students who choose to name a special person do so when they apply
online for their degree.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT FLAGS Graduating international students
present their national nag to the president during the Commencement ceremony. In the past, nags
representing China, Japan and Nepal were received. During the Commencement ceremony, the nags
are displayed on stage and afterward, they are exibited in the lobby of Corey Union.
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Off-Site Viewing
The Commencement ceremonies will be shown
all a large-screen projector in Park Center,
Room E-201. Total number of visitors to this
room may not exceed 72.
FACILITIES INFORMATION
Ambulance
An ambulance.,will be stationed in the
northwest parking lot of the Park Center, just
outside the overhead door.
Emergency Exits
In case of emergency, please proceed to the
nearest exit in an orderly manner.
Flowers and Gifts
College Storestaff will be selling flowers,
diploma frames and assorted gifts on the upper
floor of the Park Center near the Pooiside
refreshment stand from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Guest Assistance
Ushers are available at all times for assistance
and information.
lost and Found
for lost and found items, please contact the
University Police Office, Van Hoesen Hall,
Room C-17, (607) 753-4123.
Photography
Photographers are asked to stand to the side of
the stage when taking pictures to avoid blocking
the view of seated guests.
Refreshments
Light refreshments will be available lor purchase
from 8:45-10:30 a.m. and noon-1:30 p.m. 011 the
upper floor of the Park Center at the Pools ide
refreshment stand.
Restrooms
Restrooms in the Park Center are indicated on the
map on this page. The men's and women's locker
rooms on the ground floor also may be used.
Smoking
Smoking is not permitted anywhere inside the
Park Center.
Telephones
Public pay phones are available on the ground
and upper floors of the Park Center.
Emergency phones on campus are identified by
blue lights.
Guests are kindly asked to turn off cell phones
and pagers during the ceremony.
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As a SUNYCortland graduate, you join the ranks of 56,000 alumni residing in aliSO states
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We encourage you to continue your involvement with the College through reunion programs,
chapter events and special gatherings. By keeping the Alumni Affairs Office updated with your
current residential and email addresses, you will be assured of receiving Columns, the alumni
newspaper, as well as information on other alumni programs.
SPECIAL THANKS
You may also stay connected with friends and classmates by joining the Alumni Online Community.
This free interactive site is open to all SUNYCortland alumni who register by visiting www.cortland.edu
and clicking on the alumni link. Services provided include: career center services, a listing in the online
directory, permanent email address, yellow pages and local chapter information.
Please join the Alumni Association in its efforts to promote and support SUNYCortland, which has
sought to prepare you for a fulfilling and productive life.
